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Many industry mandates and best practices are requiring businesses to secure 
the transfer of sensitive data with members of their supply chain. By using digital 
certificates issued by Carillon, a business can control access to online supplier 
portals, exchange encrypted emails, and sign emails and/or documents to 
confirm the identity of trusted partners.  

The certificates can be issued to an individual in the form of a physical credential, or as software certificates on a worksta-
tion. The certificates create a multi-layered authentication process, requiring both the certificate and the user’s PIN; thus, 
eliminating the vulnerabilities associated with simple password validation. 

With our digital certificates, we enable the user to:
•   Encrypt emails

•   Eliminate password validation

•   Digitally sign emails and PDF documents

•   Secure and control access to online portals

•   Confirm the trusted identity of employees and supply 
chain partners

In the aerospace industry, the protection of intellectual property is essential to remain competitive. The innovations in 
aviation, and the technology surrounding these innovations, are sought after not only by competitors in the private 
sector, but also foreign governments seeking to keep their technology current and their local industries competitive. 
Carillon is one of a handful of trusted suppliers authorized to provide these digital certificates by some of the top 
names in the industry. 
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MANAGED SERVICES

Digital Certificates
PIV-I Credentials
Specialty Digital 
Certificates

Managed PKI for Airlines 
Managed Corporate PKI
Managed PIV-I Services
PKI Consulting

CREDENTIALS SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

• SCVP Server
• SCVP Client
• Web Proxy
• Radius Server

Trust Validator
Pathfinder Suite

e-ARC
Certificate Discovery Services

www.carillon.ca 
info@carillon.ca 
+1 514 485-0789

A Few Simple Steps, and You are on Your Way to Securing Your Supply Chain Network
To get started, all you have to do is log on to www.carillon.ca, go to the bottom of the page and click the Order Now 
button next to Aerospace Supply Chain Certificates.

Follow the basic instructions to set up a corporate account, and designate an employee to act as a Customer 
Requestor. To ensure the integrity of your digital certificates, the customer requestor will liaise with Carillon and issue 
formal requests to obtain additional credentials for employees within your company. 

Many industry mandates and best practices are requiring businesses to secure 
the transfer of sensitive data with members of their supply chain. By using digital 
certificates issued by Carillon, a business can control access to online supplier 
portals, exchange encrypted emails, and sign emails and/or documents to 
confirm the identity of trusted partners.  

Essential for those that:
•   Are hosts or members of a supply chain

•   Use online business portals for supply chain partners

•   Require or recommend that partners use credentials to 
access online portals

•   Require or recommend that partners digitally sign 
and/or encrypt documents and emails

ABOUT CARILLON 
Carillon Inc. provides a complete spectrum of identity management solutions that are designed to prevent identity 
theft, promote the migration from paper to electronic authentication, and avoid loss of intellectual property. From 
consulting services, to validation software and managed identity services, Carillon has the experience and the tools 
to help companies take control of their corporate digital credentials.

We Build Trust, allowing you and your partners to sign documents, share sensitive data, and secure email exchanges 
without having to sacrifice supply chain efficiency. 

The certificates can be issued to an individual in the form of a physical credential, or as software certificates on a worksta-
tion. The certificates create a multi-layered authentication process, requiring both the certificate and the user’s PIN; thus, 
eliminating the vulnerabilities associated with simple password validation. 

With our digital certificates, we enable the user to:
•   Encrypt emails

•   Eliminate password validation

•   Digitally sign emails and PDF documents

•   Secure and control access to online portals

•   Confirm the trusted identity of employees and supply 
chain partners

In the aerospace industry, the protection of intellectual property is essential to remain competitive. The innovations in 
aviation, and the technology surrounding these innovations, are sought after not only by competitors in the private 
sector, but also foreign governments seeking to keep their technology current and their local industries competitive. 
Carillon is one of a handful of trusted suppliers authorized to provide these digital certificates by some of the top 
names in the industry. 

Protects Intellectual Property by:
•   Enabling more consistent and centrally managed digital 

security policy

•   Validating the identity of trusted partners to prevent the 
loss of sensitive data related to: 

Breaches of secure online portals by unwanted third 
parties

Spear phishing attacks that target the email accounts 
of supply chain members 


